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CTV is TV for Consumers
CTV has married the mass awareness of TV 

with the targeting capabilities of digital. In 

doing so, opportunities for advertisers and 

marketers to run across premium programming 

have grown exponentially.

Learn more about this exploding platform in advertising – 

what this means to consumers and how to reap the 

benefits of this evolving landscape for your brand and 

target audience.



Watching content on their own terms…

As the landscape evolves, so too does the way in which consumers think about video 

content. To the consumer, CTV is TV on their own terms. The consumer has taken control 

of how they are consuming, where they are consuming and when they are consuming. 

Consumers have cut the cord and watch TV across connected devices, mobile, OTT 

apps, and disparate channels and services wherever and whenever they want in a  

hyper-fragmented TV landscape.

As an industry we’ve seen explosive growth of consumption on Connected TV devices.  

This growth accelerated during the pandemic as time spent on these devices increased 

significantly, with 83% of Americans watching Connected  TV in 2021. 

According to Big Village, nearly half (48%) of all TV consumption occurs on a connected 

TV as of September 2021. This is up 10% from last year. 

CTV is an exclusive audience not found on linear. 41% of consumers are exclusively 

watching their content on CTV. This has provided advertisers an opportunity to reach 

an incremental audience not found on linear TV, ultimately maximizing their reach to  

new households. 
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CTV IS TV FOR CONSUMERS



Viewers are tuning in live on CTV 

Approximately 43% of US Adults 18+ watch live TV 

every day, while 26% of consumers watch live TV at 

least a few times a week. 

70% tune in to live TV using either a  paid subscription 

or free streaming service (e.g. PlutoTV and Tubi). 

On average, US Adults 18+ are watching 31.7 hours of television per week. During the 

weekdays (Monday – Friday) consumers spend about 21.5 hours watching TV. US 

adults 18+ typically start the weekday off watching news from around 5 -10AM, before 

they begin the workday, and again around midday 3-5PM. On the weekend, 

consumers spend about 10.2 hours watching TV. Consumers typically start the 

weekend off from 7-10 AM watching news, followed by the midday sports take over 

that can last till midnight. However, after 7PM and later consumers start to watch 

entertainment content. Drama shows, crime/detective shows, sitcoms/comedy 

shows, and news were the most watched genres throughout the entire week. 

Drama Shows

Crime/Detective Shows

Sitcom/Comedy Shows

News Programs

Sci-Fi and Fantasy Shows

Documentary Programs

Live Sports

Other Programs

Reality Shows

Game Shows

Sports Programs Other 
Than Live Sports

Children’s Programs

Talk Shows

Soap Operas

57%
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38%
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24%

18%

18%
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Evaluations: 24,024   |  Est. Population: 251.14 M

 

GENRES WATCHED MOST OFTEN CTV IS TV FOR CONSUMERS



What Viewers Are Watching 

Across Generations

•

•

•

•

Gen Z consumers typically spend 26 hours a week watching television. 

These consumers enjoy watching comedy, crime, and drama shows. 

They over index on all streaming video services. 

Gen Z consumers use gaming consoles, mobile phones, computers, 

tablets, and smart TVs to stream content. These consumers watch live 

TV at least once a week.   

Gen Z

Millennials
•

•

•

Millennials spend close to 29 hours a week watching TV. 

They also use apps such as Apple TV, Disney+, YouTube TV, Hulu, and 

ESPN+ to stream content. 

These consumers skew towards using strictly CTV devices such as 

mobile phones, tablets, computers, gaming consoles, Amazon Fire 

sticks, and Smart TVs.  

Whatcha Doing?
VIEWING BEHAVIORS BY COHORT

Do consumers view a full episode of a show in one viewing session? Or over multiple 

viewing sessions? And are they watching more than one episode in a viewing session. 

We took a look at this viewing behavior across the generations.

+/- = comparison to the general population

Gen Z #Sporadic

59% 44% 65%
Gen Z is the least likely to 

watch a full TV episode in 

its entirety in one viewing 

session.

They also are the most 

likely to take multiple 

viewing sessions to 

watch a full episode.

They are average when it 

comes to watching more 

than one episode during a 

typical viewing session.

Millennials

77% 43% 76%
Millennials are tied with 

Gen X to be the most 

likely to watch a full TV 

episode in its entirety in 

one viewing session.

They are the second 

most likely to take 

multiple viewing 

sessions to watch a full 

episode.

They are the most likely to 

watch more than one 

episode during a typical 

viewing session.

Couch Potatoes

-14 +12 +2

+4 +11 +3



What Viewers Are Watching 

Across Generations

Whatcha Doing?
VIEWING BEHAVIORS BY COHORT

Do consumers view a full episode of a show in one viewing session? Or over multiple 

viewing sessions? And are they watching more than one episode in a viewing session. 

We took a look at this viewing behavior across the generations.

+/- = comparison to the general population

Gen X Middle of the Road

77% 33% 67%
Gen X is tied with Millennials 

to be the most likely to watch 

a full TV episode in its entirety 

in one viewing session. 

They are average when it 

comes to taking multiple 

viewing sessions to watch 

a full episode.

They are also average 

when it comes to watching 

more than one episode 

during a typical viewing 

session.

Baby Boomers

72% 52% 76%
Boomers are average when 

it comes to watching a full 

TV episode in its entirety in 

one viewing session.

They are also the most 

likely to watch more than 

one episode during a 

typical viewing session.

They are the most likely to 

watch more than one 

episode during a typical 

viewing session.  

One and Done

+4 +1 +3
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Gen X

• Gen X spends about 31.5 hours watching TV per week. These users 

subscribe to streaming video on demand services such as HBO, Amazon 

Prime, Netflix, and Disney+. Gen X consumers use their tablets/iPads, 

smart TVs, mobile phones, Amazon Fire sticks and Roku streaming sticks 

to stream content. These consumers watch live TV everyday through 

either a paid streaming subscription service or free streaming service. 

Baby Boomers
•

•

On average Baby Boomers spend the most amount of time watching 

news on television, spending more than 35 hours a week watching TV. 

Peak viewing time for Baby Boomers to engage with news programs is 

from 7 to 10AM & 5 to 7PM on the weekday or weekend! Baby Boomers 

are traditionally using non-smart TVs with traditional cable boxes. These 

users watch live TV every day. 



Breaking 
Through to 
Audiences 
As the shift in media consumption continues to increase from 

traditional/cable TV to streaming services, the focus on CTV is 

more crucial than ever. But how can you cut through the clutter 

with your ads, and stand out amongst the CTV landscape that is 

getting more and more crowded?

"Some are relevant, and some aren’t. The ones that 

are are usually super close to what I am in need of or 

looking for or want. Then, there are the ones that I 

can’t stand that seem to show up a lot just because 

they annoy me. It also depends on what platform I am 

streaming on.”

— Female, 30

"For the most part, yeah they’re relevant. I get a 

decent amount of adds for AT&T, fast food, insurance, 

stuff like that.”

— Male, 21



Gen Z Millennials Gen X Baby Boomers

56%

62%

44%

29%

Gen Z Millennials Gen X Baby Boomers

52%

61%

35%

19%

49% 33%
Advertising/commercials on 

streaming platforms (such as 

Hulu, YouTube TV, Peacock, Pluto, 

and other streaming providers) 

are relevant to me. 

Advertising/commercials on 

traditional/cable TV (such as 

Fios, Comcast, and local cable 

providers) are relevant to me. 

You Talking to Me?
RELEVANCY MATTERS, AND GETS NOTICED

Compared to ads served on traditional cable, ads on CTV do a much more efficient job providing users 

with relevant ad content. 49% of consumers agree that advertising/commercials on streaming platforms 

are relevant to them, whereas 33% of consumers agree with that statement for traditional/cable TV.

BREAKING THROUGH TO AUDIENCES



Interactive 

Advertisements Opens 

the Door To Make CTV 

Shoppable 
Consumers want to be able to shop and purchase directly from CTV 

ads — make it easy for them with shoppable QR codes. 

 

QR codes are a great way to bring those lower-funnel results to upper 

funnel branding. Make sure that the QR code is large enough to scan 

from the couch and that it is visible for the duration of ad. 

40% of CTV users have 

seen an ad and “paused to 

purchase” – where they 

paused content to buy or 

learn more about a product.* 

* Source: OpenX, Consumer OTT Report, 2019



YES

49%

Do consumers remember seeing an 

ad that asks to scroll through different 

options, interacting with products, 

watch additional videos, or clicking in 

some way to interact?

Gen Z Millennials Gen X Baby Boomers

62%
65%

47%

20%

There’s also a noticeable difference 

between the generations. Younger 

consumers like Gen Z and Millennials 

are more likely to recall these types of 

ads vs older consumers like Gen X and 

Baby Boomers.

Wanna Play?
INTERACTIVE ADVERTISEMENTS ON THE RISE

Even though interactive advertisements are relatively new, nearly half of consumers 

said that they have seen/experienced an interactive advertisement.



An essential 

addition to buyers’ 

media mix 
With this surge of growth in CTV consumption, Advertisers are flocking to 

CTV with an estimated spend of $13.4B in 2021, of which $4.5B was 

committed during the upfronts, according to eMarketer.*  

 

However, even with this growth in spending, this is just the beginning as 

share of ad spend on CTV has not yet caught up with consumption habits. 

While nearly half (48%) of all TV consumption occurs on a connected TV 

according to Big Village Insights, advertiser spending on CTV represents 

only 16% of combined linear and CTV spending.* 

While nearly half of all TV 

consumption occurs on a 

connected TV, advertiser 

spending on CTV represents 

only 16% of combined linear 

& CTV spending.

* Source: eMarketer September 2021 

 

CTV IS THE NEW MUST BUY FOR ADVERTISERS 



Challenges 

Marketers Face 

and How to 

Overcome Them

Audience Fragmentation

Defining Premium

Media Measurement Debates

Media Mix Modeling

Business Silos Cost Transparency Needs

Understanding R/F Measurment

Ad Tech Complexity

Targeting at ScalePublisher Walled Gardens

Advertising Saturation

WHAT'S HOLDING US BACK?



Demand transparency. 

Do not settle for black box buys.

Ensure data quality by leveraging data and 

solutions built for CTV that are recent, up to 

date and not reliant on cookies.

Leverage accurate audience data to make  

sure every dollar spent goes towards working 

media and effective targeting. 

Achieve optimal frequency and prevent 

oversaturation through household frequency 

and management solutions. 

Work with partners who provide quality 

content  at scale; not all  “premium”  CTV 

services deliver  premium content. 

Work with a partner  who can provide  

de-duplicated incremental  reach 

measurement. 

Build holistic and broader media plans 

beyond siloed players to maximize scale 

and content opportunities.

Activate a cross channel  media mix to 

complement traditional campaigns  and 

effectively reach your target audience. 

Embrace newer  tactics utilizing on all devices to 

reach consumers, build brand awareness and 

drive full funnel results. 

Considerations & Recommendations when buying CTV  

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.



Make Your  
Media 
Investment 
Go Further

Be Smarter. 

Go Further in CTV.  

Understanding consumers is 

the foundation to driving 

successful media results. 

With Big Village, you can...

UNDERSTAND

+  

PLAN

TARGET

+

ACTIVATE

•

•

•

CTV Hives – On demand CTV consumer 

online  community focus group 

Audience Intelligence – On demand 

actionable  insights 

Caravan Surveys – Agile, targeted 

surveys tailored to your needs

Harness insights to understand 

audiences, define your target 

and create smart campaigns 

Big Village  Audiences+ Delivers scale and precision for pre-built 

and custom audiences for cookieless executions

EMX Data Connected Marketplace – Drives 2X lift in audience 

scale by activating on direct premium supply at the household level

Household Sync+ Manages cross-device ad delivery within a 

household

ReTargeting+ Retargets households with custom parameters 

across omnichannel media

Household Frequency Management+ Manages frequency and 

triggers cross device messaging

Build and leverage audiences and 

advanced cookieless targeting 

solutions

•

•

•

•

CTV Impact Reporting – Omnichannel campaign 

performance analytics across CTV and  linear TV:

Reach & Frequency – Award Winning* Incremental Reach 

Measurement, Show Level Analysis, Audience Insights

Attribution – Measurement of  household lift from online and 

offline behavior  including  conversions, sales, foot traffic, tune 

in, search trend analysis

Brand Health – Brand Lift Surveys & Brand Health Tracker Stud 

Gain real-time insights, 

measurement and attribution 
MEASURE 

+

OPTIMIZE



CTV Media fueled by data.

Powered by technology.

Driven by media expertise.

Bringing together the technology and expertise 

of EMX with the consumer research and data of 

Big Village's Insights. 

Big Village is built to solve your needs in CTV, making your media 

investment go further with end to end data driven insights that 

fuel smarter media buying. 

Be Smarter. Go Further.



Premium Direct Content

Brand safe, curated, access to 

live events

Transparency

Highest standards for 

transparency

Technology

Built for CTV and 5G

Audiences

Custom, 1P, 3P and 

proprietary audiences

Data

Cookieless data connected  

marketplace drive 2X lift in reach

Targeting

Household reach and 

frequency management

Measurement

Award winning impact  

measurement

Insights

End-to-end consumer insights that 

power every stage of the campaign

Attribution

Understand offline and online 

actions and impact

The Big Village Difference



AUDIENCE SCALE

• 2X increase in addressable audience creation compared 

to industry norms by leveraging EMX data connected 

marketplace. 

AUDIENCE TARGETS

• While initially focused on 18-34, Brand Lift Insights 

identified a new opportunity with additional audience 

targets – ages 36-45 saw largest lift overall.

ENGAGEMENT

•

•

Exceeded engagement benchmark  by 

34X (CTR).

Achieved 97% video completion rate  for 

commercials.

BRAND LIFT

•

•

CTV proved to be the most effective and influential media 

channel to drive consideration with 4% lift vs. <1% OLV 

with up to 15% increase for key attributes.

16% lift in purchase consideration. 

PURCHASE CONVERSION 

•

•

234% increase in conversion activity week over week. 

Nearly 1 out of 5 website visitors who completed the 

Add to Bag action ended up completing a Pay Now 

purchase transaction.

ROAS: 

2X  

Impact & Results

Proven Success with Direct-To-Consumer Brand
Big Village’s data driven media solutions, leveraging EMX Data 

Connected Marketplace drove 2X lift in audience reach.



Recognized 

Leadership 

in CTV

is a top CTV SSP



The EMX Advantage 

Premium, 

Direct Supply

Full 

Transparency 

Patented Exchange 

Technology  

Cookieless 

Data Solutions 

EMX is a market leading, global omni-

channel supply platform enabling brands to 

connect with the audiences they want at 

scale in CTV, video, display and mobile 

across all screens and devices.

As the industry’s first fully transparency 

SSP, EMX has set higher standards for the 

industry.

EMX’s fully owned patented exchange 

technology is newly built and designed 

for 5G and the next generation of TV and 

omni-channel advertising. 

EMX’s data platform provides 1st party data solutions 

built for CTV and a post cookieless world.

Quality — Brand safe, fraud-free 

guaranteed direct supply source, ads.txt, 

sellers.json and app-ads.txt compliance, 

TAG certified 

Direct — Direct supply path and direct 

publisher relationships minimizes hops, 

delivers efficiency

Scale — Billions of ad requests across all 

media channels with unique access to CTV 

inventory

Log Level Data — Via our owned tech 

stack, EMX tracks every transaction – both 

bids and buys – giving insight into how 

efficient bids perform at auction and with 

end publishers

Pricing Visibility — Provides 

unprecedented pricing and fee 

transparency including charge price (CP) 

and passed bid (PB) price

Granular Reporting — We offer 

completely transparent reporting and log 

level visualization tools through our 

ExchangeBI dashboard with full pricing, 

data and content transparency

SPO — Supply Path Optimization and 

patented dynamic advertising routing 

technology provides a clear advantage in 

securing inventory 

Performance — AI-powered technology 

and tools designed to meet client 

performance objectives 

Control — End-to-end supply chain 

ensures brand safety, data fidelity, 

transparency and custom marketplace 

solutions tailored to your business 

objectives

Targeting — Proprietary 1st party and 3rd party audience 

data, pre-built and custom audience segments, 1st party 

advertiser and publisher onboarding, proprietary device 

graph, cross-device and cookie-less identity solutions 

that more effectively connect brands to target audiences 

Data-Connected Marketplace — By pairing proprietary 

1st party audience data with EMX direct supply we deliver 

unmatched validity and clarity into the media supply chain 

with proven performance advantages and cost and scale 

efficiencies

Flexibility — Our exchange is ID agnostic and flexible to 

work with partners’ identity solution of choice supporting 

a multiple-ID data future, supporting 15+ ID solutions



Flexibility, Simplicity, 
Agility and Expertise

Big Village brings together best in class exchange technology for buyers 

and sellers, unique partnerships and strategic expertise to plan and 

execute the most effective and successful media campaigns for brands. 

Over 200 DSPs access our exchange today.  

 

We have over 10 offices worldwide with 24/7/365 customer support and 

global data centers. Our team of media experts is here for you. We are 

committed to driving your brand forward, faster and more effectively.

GLOBAL PRESENCE

VERIFICATION & BRAND SAFETY 



Methodology

This survey was conducted in 2021 among a sample of 24,024 

respondents that is representative of U.S. adults 18 years of age and 

older. Online US Adults 18+ Gen Population based on U.S. Census 

data with its specific combination of age, sex, geographic 

characteristics, race and education and the proportion in the sample.

Big Village’s Online CARAVAN® Omnibus Surveys

Approximately 1,000 adults selected from opt-in panels were 

surveyed. The results are also weighted to U.S. Census data to be 

demographically representative.

Big Village’s Audience Intelligence Platform



We’re here to help your 

brand succeed in CTV.
info@big-village.com


